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a b s t r a c t 
Drainage network modelling is often an essential component in urban flood prediction and risk assessment. 
Drainage network models most commonly use different numerical procedures to handle flows in pipes and junc- 
tions. Numerous numerical schemes and models of different levels of complexity have been developed and re- 
ported to predict flows in pipes. However, calculation of the flow conditions in junctions has received much 
less attention and has been traditionally achieved by solving only the continuity equation. This method is easy 
to implement but it neglects the momentum exchange in the junctions and cannot provide sufficient boundary 
conditions for the pipe calculation. In this work, a novel numerical scheme based on the finite volume solution 
to the two-dimensional (2D) shallow water equations (SWEs) is proposed to calculate flow dynamics in junc- 
tions, which directly takes into account both mass and momentum conservation and removes the necessity of 
implementing complicated boundary settings for pipe calculations. This new junction simulation method is then 
coupled with the widely used two-component pressure approach (TPA) for the pipe flow calculation, leading to 
a new integrated drainage network model. The new 1D-2D coupled drainage network model is validated against 
an experimental and several idealised test cases to demonstrate its potential for efficient and stable simulation of 
flow dynamics in drainage networks. 
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0. Introduction 
Flood inundation models have become an indispensable tool to pre-
ict flood dynamics and to evaluate flood impacts in cities. Drainage
etwork modelling is often an integrated component of an urban flood
imulation tool. Pipes and junctions are the two essential elements of
ny sizable urban drainage network and are commonly calculated by
ifferent model components in drainage network models. To predict
he flow dynamics in pipes, the 1D Saint-Venant equations (or one
f the modified/ simplified forms) are often used and solved numer-
cally. In most of the drainage network models, effective approaches
ave been developed to handle the transitioning free-surface and pres-
urized flow conditions in pipes that repeatedly happen during an
rban flood event. One group of these approaches uses different equa-
ions for free-surface and pressurized flows. Examples include the inter-
ace tracking model ( Wiggert, 1972 ; Politano et al., 2007 ), the rigid
olumn-based model ( McCorquodale and Hamam,1983 ; Li and Mc-
orquodale,1999 ) and the Illinois transient model (ITM) ( León et al.,
010a ). Another type of widely used approach solves a single set of
quations but is incorporated with the numerical calculation schemes
o handle pressurised flows. A typical example is the Pressman slot∗ Corresponding author at: School of Architecture, Building and Civil Engineering, 
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309-1708/© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access archeme proposed by Preissmann (1961) , which has been widely adopted
nd further developed by many researchers (e.g. Cunge et al., 1980 ;
apart et al., 1997 ; Trajkovic et al., 1999 ; Malekpour and Karney, 2014 ;
aranzoni et al., 2015 ; Noh et al., 2016 ). An alternative method called
he two-component pressure approach (TPA) was also proposed and re-
orted by Vasconcelos et al. (2006 , 2007) for simulating transient flows.
PA models assume that the pipe walls are elastic and subsequently the
ross-sectional area of a pipe may expand when the flow inside is pres-
urized. TPA models can effectively simulate various types of unsteady
ows including free-surface flow, mixed flow (partly gravity-partly pres-
urized flow), pressurized flow, sub-atmospheric pressure flow as well
s flow transitions ( Bousso et al., 2012 ). 
The calculation of junction flows, however, has received much
ess attention despite the fact that they are an integrated part of a
rainage network model and are essential to provide the necessary
oundary conditions (BCs) for accurate calculation of pipe flows. The
raditional approach for the junction flow calculation neglects momen-
um conservation and considers only the continuity equation to esti-
ate junction water depth. Such an approach has been widely used
n drainage modelling and implemented in SWMM (SWMM manual;
su et al., 2000 ; Burger et al., 2014 ) and many other urban drainageLoughborough University, Loughborough, UK. 
uary 2020 
ticle under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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𝐅  odels (e.g., Schmitt et al., 2005 ; Chang et al., 2015 ; Noh et al.,
016, 2018 ; Leandro and Martins, 2016 ). Although this traditional ap-
roach may be computationally efficient, it normally requires additional
omplicated methods to provide sufficient BCs for transient flow cal-
ulations in pipes. For example, a decision tree method was imple-
ented by Capart et al. (1999) at the interfaces between junctions and
ipes to illustrate possible boundary flow regimes. Sanders and Brad-
ord (2010) extended this work and developed an improved framework
o include different types of BCs for free-surface and pressurized flows.
 similar effort has also been made in modelling the flow around an
sland in a river where the flow connections around the island are rep-
esented as junctions/bifurcations to provide inner BCs to connect with
he river flow ( Franzini et al., 2018 ). However, these approaches require
dentification of various BCs according to the flow variables (e.g. Froude
umber, water level, dryness tolerance, etc.) at each time step, which is
ifficult to implement and may affect the computational efficiency
nd numerical stability of the overall drainage model. León et al.
2010b) proposed a junction and drop-shaft BC model, which was cou-
led to an ITM for the simulation of mixed flows in pipes. Separate
rdinary Differential Equations (ODEs) derived from conservation of
ass and momentum have been also used for estimating junction flows
 Borsche and Klar, 2014 ). However, the resulting approaches are com-
licated and computationally inefficient as a varying number of equa-
ions must be solved at each junction according to the connecting pipes
nd flow conditions. 
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models have also been adopted
o simulate the complex flow dynamics including turbulence and vor-
icity inside junctions ( Beg et al., 2017, 2018 ). However, these models
re considered to be over-sophisticated for an urban-scale drainage flow
imulation where the localised fluid structures will have limited influ-
nce on the broad-scale flow dynamics. Furthermore, the lack of detailed
unction data makes the computationally expensive effort of little prac-
ical value. Preliminary attempts have also been made to use 3D ( Hong
nd Kim, 2011 ) or 2D ( Bermúdez et al., 2017 ; Herty and Seaïd, 2008 )
omains to idealize junction nodes in gas pipe network modelling. How-
ver, such an approach has not been investigated in modelling storm
ater drainage networks. 
As a summary, the current numerical methods for junction flow cal-
ulations suffer from various numerical restrictions and further research
s needed to develop alternative approaches to support accurate and
omputationally efficient drainage modelling for large-scale real-world
pplications. This paper aims to develop and present an innovative strat-
gy by treating the drainage junctions as 2D free surface domains. Tak-
ng into account mass and momentum conservation, the new junction
alculation model predicts water depth and flow rate to automatically
rovide complete BCs for the pipe flow calculations. The new 2D junc-
ion model is then coupled with a TPA model to develop a new 1D-2D
oupled drainage network modelling system. The rest of the paper is
rganized as follow: Section 2 introduces the numerical models for the
D pipe and 2D junction calculations; the new coupled drainage model
s tested and validated in Section 3 ; finally, brief conclusions are drawn
n Section 4 . 
. New 1D-2D coupled drainage network model 
In this section, the proposed 1D-2D coupled model for simulating
ransient flows in drainage networks will be introduced in detail. 
.1. Pipe model 
To implement a TPA model for calculating transitioning flows in
ipes, the Saint-Venant equations are extended to simulate both free-
urface and pressurized flows ( Vasconcelos et al., 2006 ) and can be writ-
en in the matrix form of 1D conservation laws as: 
𝜕 𝐔 𝑃 + 
𝜕 𝐅 𝑃 = 𝐒 𝑃𝑏 + 𝐒 𝑃𝑓 (1)𝜕𝑡 𝜕𝑥  𝑃 = 
[ 
𝐴 
𝑄 𝑃 
] 
, 𝐅 𝑃 = 
[ 
𝑄 𝑃 
𝑄 2 
𝑃 
∕ 𝐴 + 𝐼 
] 
, 𝐒 𝑃𝑏 = 
0 
− 𝑔 𝐴 𝑑𝑧 
𝑑𝑥 
, 𝐒 𝑃𝑓 = 
0 
− 𝑐 𝐷 
𝑃 𝑄 𝑃 |𝑄 𝑃 |
𝐴 2 
(2) 
here the subscripts P, b and f respectively represent ‘pipe’, ‘bed’ and
friction’; t denotes the time; x is the longitudinal coordinate along
he pipe direction; A is the cross-sectional area; Q P is the flow dis-
harge; z is the bottom elevation of the pipe above an arbitrary datum;
 𝐷 = 𝑔𝑛 2 𝑃 𝑅 
−1∕3 
𝑃 
is the roughness coefficient with n P being the Manning
oefficient and R P being the hydraulic radius; P is the wetted perimeter;
nd I is the pressure term. 
Specifically, the pressure term I must be calculated differently for
ree-surface and pressurised flow conditions. Under the free-surface flow
onditions, I is normally calculated by 𝐼 = 𝑝𝐴 ∕ 𝜌 with p being the fluid
ressure at the centroid of cross-sectional area and 𝜌 being the fluid
ensity, which may be expanded to become: 
 ( 𝜃) = 1 
24 
[
3 sin ( 𝜃∕2 ) − sin 3 ( 𝜃∕2 ) − 3 ( 𝜃∕2 ) cos ( 𝜃∕2 ) 
]
𝑔 𝑑 3 (3)
here g is the gravitational acceleration, d is the pipe diameter and 𝜃 is
he wetted angle related to the water depth h p : 
= 2 arccos 
(
1 − 2 ℎ 𝑝 ∕ 𝑑 
)
. (4)
Related to 𝜃, the geometrical variables A and top width T are given
y 
 = 1 
8 
( 𝜃 − sin 𝜃) 𝑑 2 (5)
 = 𝑑 sin 
(
𝜃
2 
)
(6)
ased on which the gravity wave celerity in a pipe is defined as: 
 = 
√ 
𝑔 𝐴 
𝑇 
= 
√ 
𝑔𝑑 ( 𝜃 − sin 𝜃) 
8 sin ( 𝜃∕2 ) 
. (7)
The variables A , T and c are used in the calculation of numerical
uxes, which will be introduced in more detail in the next section. 
When the flow is under pressurized flow conditions, a different pres-
ure term related to the surcharge head can be obtained by assuming an
lastic pipe wall, and I may be accordingly estimated using 
 ( 𝐻 ) = 𝜋
4 
𝑔 𝑑 2 ( 𝐻 + 𝑑∕2 ) (8)
n which H is the pressurized head calculated by 
 = 𝑎 
2 
𝑔 
( 
𝐴 − 𝐴 𝑃 
𝐴 𝑃 
) 
(9)
here a is the acoustic wave speed and A p is the original cross-sectional
rea of the pipe under consideration. 
The above 1D TPA governing Eqs. (1) and ( 2 ) are numerically solved
sing a first-order Godunov-type finite volume scheme. The 1D compu-
ational domain (i.e. each of the pipes in a network) is discretised using
niform grids. In an arbitrary cell i , the following finite volume time-
arching formula is used to update the flow variables from time level
 to n + 1: 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
= 𝐔 𝑛 
𝑃 𝑖 
− Δ𝑡 
Δ𝑥 
[
𝐅 𝑛 
𝑖 +1∕2 − 𝐅 
𝑛 
𝑖 − 1∕2 
]
+ Δ𝑡 
(
𝐒 𝑛 
𝑃𝑏𝑖 
+ 𝐒 𝑛 +1 
𝑃𝑓𝑖 
)
(10)
n which Δx is the cell length; Δt is the time step; 𝐅 𝑛 
𝑖 +1∕2 and 𝐅 
𝑛 
𝑖 −1∕2 are
he numerical fluxes across the right and left cell interfaces; 𝐒 𝑛 
𝑃𝑏𝑖 
and
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃𝑓𝑖 
represents the slope and friction source terms, respectively. 
.1.1. Flux terms 
In order to update the flow variables to a new time level using
q. (10) , the interface fluxes ( 𝐅 𝑛 
𝑖 +1∕2 and 𝐅 
𝑛 
𝑖 −1∕2 ) must be properly eval-
ated and an HLL approximate Riemann solver ( Harten et al., 1983 ;
eón et al., 2006 ; Sanders and Bradford, 2010 ) is adopted in this work:
 = 
⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ 
𝐅 𝐿 if 𝑆 𝐿 > 0 
𝐅 ∗ if 𝑆 𝐿 ≤ 0 ≤ 𝑆 𝑅 
𝐅 𝑅 if 𝑆 𝑅 < 0 
(11)
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Table 1 
The pipe-junction boundary calculation method. 
h J < d h J ≥ d 
A B Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) Calculate H B first and then A B using Eq. (9) 
Q B ( u × ( n p • n x ) + v × ( n p • n y )) × A B ( u × ( n p • n x ) + v × ( n p • n y )) × A B 
H B 0 Calculate I B first and then H B using Eq. (8) 
I B Eq. (3) Eq. (19) 
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𝑄n which F L and F R are numerical fluxes defined using the left and right
iemann states (i.e. the values of the flow variables reconstructed at the
eft and right cell interfaces, which are assumed to be the same as the
ell-centre values for a first-order scheme), and F ∗ is calculated using
he HLL flux formula: 
 
∗ = 
𝑆 𝑅 𝐅 𝐿 − 𝑆 𝐿 𝐅 𝑅 + 𝑆 𝐿 𝑆 𝑅 ( 𝐔 𝑅 − 𝐔 𝐿 ) 
𝑆 𝑅 − 𝑆 𝐿 
(12) 
here S L and S R are the left and right characteristic wave speeds calcu-
ated by: 
 𝐿 = min ( 𝑉 𝐿 − 𝑐 𝐿 , 𝑉 ∗ − 𝑐 ∗ ) , 𝑆 𝑅 = max ( 𝑉 ∗ + 𝑐 ∗ , 𝑉 𝑅 + 𝑐 𝑅 ) (13)
n which V is the averaged flow velocity defined as 𝑉 = 𝑄 𝑝 ∕ 𝐴 and V ∗ is
alculated by: 
 
∗ = 1 
2 
(
𝑉 𝐿 + 𝑉 𝑅 
)
+ 1 
2 
(
𝜙𝐿 − 𝜙𝑅 
)
(14)
here 𝜑 is a Riemann invariant relating to 𝜃 and its approximations are
iven by Sanders and Bradford (2010) : 
𝐿,𝑅 ≈ 𝛽
√ 
𝑔𝑑 
8 
sin 
( 
𝜃𝐿,𝑅 
4 
) 
, 𝛽 = 6 . 41 (15)
nd subsequently 
∗ = 1 
2 
(
𝜙𝐿 + 𝜙𝑅 
)
+ 1 
2 
(
𝑉 𝐿 − 𝑉 𝑅 
)
. (16)
When 𝜙∗ ≤ 𝛽
√
𝑔𝑑 ∕8 , the flow is under free-surface condition and the
ntermediate wave speed c ∗ is calculated using 
 
∗ = 
√ 
𝑔 𝑑 ( 𝜃∗ − sin 𝜃∗ ) 
8 sin ( 𝜃∗ ∕2 ) 
(17) 
ith 
∗ = 4 arcsin 
( 
𝜙∗ 
𝛽
√
𝑔𝑑∕8 
) 
. (18)
When 𝜙∗ > 𝛽
√
𝑔𝑑 ∕8 , the water surface level may reach the crown
f the pipe and the flow becomes pressurized. The intermediate wave
peed c ∗ is then set to be the acoustic wave speed a for the pressurized
nterface flux computation. 
When evaluating the fluxes at the interfaces between pipes and junc-
ions, the boundary values of A B , I B , Q B and H B (with subtitle B repre-
enting ‘boundary’) must be obtained before the fluxes can be calculated
sing the approximate Riemann solver. The boundary variables can be
alculated using the water depth h J , velocities u and v at the x - and
 -directions in the connected junction according to the following two
ases: 
(1) If h J < d , the boundary cell is under a free-surface flow condition;
A B and I B are calculated using Eq. (5) and Eq. (3) , respectively. H B 
does not exist in this case and Q B will be obtained by projecting
the flow rate in the junction along the normal direction of the
pipe. 
(2) If h J ≥ d , the pipe flow becomes pressurized. H B is an unknown
variable at the boundary interface, and hence I B cannot be cal-
culated using Eq. (8) . A new approach is proposed herein to esti-
mate the necessary boundary variables. Based on the hydrostatic
pressure assumption, the pressure term I B can be calculated using
𝐼 = 𝑔 
(
ℎ − 1 𝑑 
)
𝐴 (19)𝐵 𝐽 2 𝑃 hen H B and A B can be deduced from I B and calculated using Eqs. (8) and
9) , respectively. Q B can be obtained in the same way as in case 1. 
The detailed implementation of the pipe boundary calculation at a
ipe-junction interface is summarised in Table 1 , where n p denotes the
utward unit normal vector of the pipe interface; n x and n y are respec-
ively the unit vector along the x - and y -directions in the local junction
oordinate system. 
.1.2. Source terms 
To update the flow variables using Eq. (10) , it is also necessary to
roperly discretise the source terms. The bed slope terms are simply es-
imated using a central difference scheme and this will not create any
umerical issues as the bed slopes of drainage pipes are commonly gen-
le and nearly horizontal in practice. For the friction source terms, an
fficient fully implicit scheme originally developed for the 2D SWEs ( Xia
nd Liang 2018 ) is adopted and modified herein for implementation in
he current 1D TPA governing equations. Only the momentum equation
n Eq. (10) contains a non-zero friction term and needs to be considered,
hich may be rewritten as 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
= 𝑄 𝑛 
𝑃 𝑖 
− Δ𝑡 
( 1 
Δ𝑥 
[
𝐹 𝑛 
𝑖 +1∕2 − 𝐹 
𝑛 
𝑖 −1∕2 
]
− 𝑆 𝑛 
𝑃𝑏𝑖 
)
− Δ𝑡𝑆 𝑛 +1 
𝑃𝑓𝑖 
(20)
here 𝑆 𝑛 +1 
𝑃𝑓𝑖 
= 𝑔𝑛 2 
𝑃 
( 𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
4 
3 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
|𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
|∕ ( 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
7 
3 . Defining 𝛼 = 𝑔𝑛 2 
𝑃 
( 𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
4 
3 ∕
 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
7 
3 , Eq. (20) becomes: 
Δ𝑡𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
|||𝑄 𝑛 +1 𝑃 𝑖 ||| + 𝑄 𝑛 +1 𝑃 𝑖 − 𝑄 𝑛 𝑃 𝑖 + Δ𝑡 ( 1 Δ𝑥 [𝐹 𝑛 𝑖 +1∕2 − 𝐹 𝑛 𝑖 −1∕2 ] − 𝑆 𝑛 𝑃𝑏𝑖 ) = 0 . 
(21) 
Further defining 𝐵 = − 𝑄 𝑛 
𝑃 𝑖 
+ Δ𝑡 ( 1 Δ𝑥 [ 𝐹 
𝑛 
𝑖 +1∕2 − 𝐹 
𝑛 
𝑖 −1∕2 ] − 𝑆 
𝑛 
𝑃𝑏𝑖 
) , the two
ets of possible roots of the above quadratic equation are 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 ( 1 ) = 
−1 + 
√
1 − 4 𝛼Δ𝑡𝐵 
2 𝛼Δ𝑡 
if 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
> 0 (22)
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 ( 2 ) = 
−1 − 
√
1 − 4 𝛼Δ𝑡𝐵 
2 𝛼Δ𝑡 
if 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
> 0 (23)
nd 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 ( 3 ) = 
−1 + 
√
1 + 4 𝛼Δ𝑡𝐵 
−2 𝛼Δ𝑡 
if 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
< 0 (24)
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 ( 4 ) = 
−1 − 
√
1 + 4 𝛼Δ𝑡𝐵 
−2 𝛼Δ𝑡 
if 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
< 0 . (25)
Since 𝛼 > 0 is always true for any meaningful cases, both
qs. (22) and (23) are negative if B > 0, which is not consistent with the
ondition of 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
> 0 . Also, Eq. (25) is positive when B > 0, which is
ot consistent with the condition of 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
< 0 . Therefore, Eq. (24) is the
nly admissible root for B > 0. Similarly, Eq. (22) is the only admissible
oot for B < 0. The two acceptable roots, Eqs. (22) and (24) , can be then
ombined to provide a single analytical solution for Eq. (21) , given as
ollows 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
= 
−1 + 
√
1 + 4 𝛼Δ𝑡 |𝐵 |
−2 𝛼Δ𝑡 Sgn ( 𝐵 ) 
(26) 
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khere Sgn( •) denotes the sign function, i.e., Sgn ( 𝐵) = 
{ 
1 if 𝐵 > 0 
−1 if 𝐵 < 0 .
ubstituting 𝛼 = 𝑔𝑛 2 
𝑃 
( 𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
4 
3 ∕ ( 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
7 
3 in Eq. (26) leads to 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
= 
−1 + 
√ 
1 + 4Δ𝑡 |𝐵 |𝑔𝑛 2 
𝑃 
(
𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 4 
3 
(
𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
)− 7 3 
−2Δ𝑡 Sgn ( 𝐵) 𝑛 2 
𝑃 
(
𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 4 
3 
(
𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
)− 7 3 (27)
here B can be easily obtained after solving the governing equations
ithout friction terms using the adopted finite volume scheme. 
If 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
is excessively small, ( 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) − 
7 
3 may create an extremely small value
hat exceeds the machine precision limit and hence cause numerical in-
tability. To effectively avoid this, both the numerator and denominator
f Eq. (27) are multiplied by ( 𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 
7 
3 and the final expression for 𝑄 𝑛 +1 
𝑃 
is
btained 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝑃 𝑖 
= 
− 
(
𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 7 
3 + 
√ (
𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 14 
3 + 4Δ𝑡 |𝐵 |𝑔𝑛 2 
𝑃 
(
𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 4 
3 
(
𝐴 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 7 
3 
−2Δ𝑡 Sgn ( 𝐵) 𝑛 2 
𝑃 
(
𝑃 𝑛 
𝑖 
) 4 
3 
. (28)
.2. Junction model 
Free-surface flow conditions commonly apply when calculating junc-
ion flows even when the water depth in the junction submerges all of
he connecting pipes and the pipe flows are pressurized. In this work,
ach of the junctions in a drainage system is idealized as a 2D domain
nd the flow is subsequently calculated using a model that solves the
ully 2D SWEs to (1) automatically take into account mass and momen-
um conservation, and (2) avoid setting complicated BCs for calculating
ipe flows. For example, Fig. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram for a
unction connecting three pipes. The diameter of each pipe is denoted
y d i ( i = 1, 2, 3); P1 and P2 are assumed to be inflow pipes while P3 is
n outflow pipe. Based on the layout of the inflow and outflow pipes,
he junction domain is approximated using an irregular 2D grid cell as
hown in Fig. 1 (b). On such a grid, a cell-centred finite volume scheme
s implemented to solve the 2D SWEs to predict the flow dynamics in
he junction. In this case, the inflows from the two incoming pipes (P1
nd P2) are mixed and then discharged into the outflow pipe (P3). Dur-
ng a simulation, the cell edges connecting the pipes are all defined as
open’ boundaries, through which the inflow and outflow discharges ( q 1 ,
 2 and q 3 ) from the connecting pipes are obtained from the pipe cal-
ulations and imposed as the boundary conditions for the 2D junction
ow calculation. The inflow and outflow pipes are automatically de-
ned according to the flow directions predicted by the pipe model. This
ssentially defines a two-way dynamic coupling scheme that links seam-
essly the junction model with the pipe model, effectively avoiding the
equirement of any complicated BCs for the pipe flow calculations. 
The 2D SWEs describing the free-surface flow in a junction may be
ritten in a matrix form as 
𝜕 𝐔 𝐽 
𝜕𝑡 
+ 
𝜕 𝐅 𝐽 
𝜕𝑥 
+ 
𝜕 𝐆 𝐽 
𝜕𝑦 
= 𝐑 + 𝐒 𝐽𝑏 + 𝐒 𝐽𝑓 (29)Fig. 1. Spatial discretizationhere the vector terms are given by 
 𝐽 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
ℎ 𝐽 
𝑢 ℎ 𝐽 
𝑣 ℎ 𝐽 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ , 𝐅 𝐽 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
𝑢 ℎ 𝐽 
𝑢 2 ℎ 𝐽 + 
1 
2 𝑔ℎ 
2 
𝐽 
𝑢𝑣 ℎ 𝐽 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ , 𝐆 𝐽 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
𝑣 ℎ 𝐽 
𝑢𝑣 ℎ 𝐽 
𝑣 2 ℎ 𝐽 + 
1 
2 𝑔ℎ 
2 
𝐽 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 
𝐑 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
𝑅 
0 
0 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ , 𝐒 𝐽𝑏 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
0 
− 𝑔 ℎ 𝐽 
𝜕 𝑧 𝑏 
𝜕𝑥 
− 𝑔 ℎ 𝐽 
𝜕 𝑧 𝑏 
𝜕𝑦 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ and 𝐒 𝐽𝑓 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
0 
− 𝜏𝑏𝑥 
𝜌
− 𝜏𝑏𝑦 
𝜌
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ (30) 
here the subscript J represents the junction; u and v are the depth-
veraged velocities along the x - and y -directions, respectively; F J and
 J are the flux terms; R, S Jb and S Jf contain respectively the mass,
lope and friction source terms; R is the external unit flow rate; 𝜏bx and
by are bed friction stresses calculated by 𝜏𝑏𝑥 = 𝜌𝐶 𝑓 𝑢 
√ 
𝑢 2 + 𝑣 2 and 𝜏𝑏𝑦 =
𝐶 𝑓 𝑣 
√ 
𝑢 2 + 𝑣 2 , with 𝐶 𝑓 = 𝑔𝑛 2 𝐽 ∕ ℎ 
1∕3 
𝐽 
being the bed roughness coefficient
nd n J being the Manning coefficient at the junction. 
When implementing the above junction model, a finite volume
cheme is employed and the resulting time-marching formula is writ-
en as 
 
𝑛 +1 
𝐽 
= 𝐔 𝑛 
𝐽 
− Δ𝑡 
Ω
𝐏 + Δ𝑡 
(
𝐑 𝑛 + 𝐒 𝑛 
𝐽𝑏 
+ 𝐒 𝑛 +1 
𝐽𝑓 
)
. (31)
To couple with the 1D pipe model, the flux terms F J and G J in the
q. (30) has been revised and the new flux term is denoted as P (see
ection 2.2.1 ). Ω is the cell area that is set to be the actual junction
rea, and hence its value is independent of the cell configuration. 
.2.1. Evaluating the flux terms 
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , two different fluxes inside a junction cell are
onsidered: (1) the flux across the interface between junction and the
onnecting pipes, denoted by P pk for the k th pipe; and (2) a no-flow flux
t the wall interface, denoted by P w . Therefore, the flux vector can be
ritten as 
 = 
𝑁 ∑
𝑘 =1 
𝐏 𝑝𝑘 + 𝐏 𝑤 (32)
here N is the number of the pipes connected to the junction. 
(1) Fluxes through a pipe-junction interface 
To ensure strict mass and momentum conservation between the 1D
ipe model and the 2D junction model, the fluxes obtained from the
D TPA calculation are converted into the local junction coordinate
ystem to derive the numerical fluxes through the corresponding cell
nterfaces: 
 𝑝𝑘 = 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
1 0 
0 𝐧 𝑝𝑘 · 𝐧 𝑥 
0 𝐧 𝑝𝑘 · 𝐧 𝑦 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ ·
[ 
𝐹 1 𝑘 
𝐹 2 𝑘 
] 
(33)
here n pk denotes the outward unit normal vector of the k - th pipe inter-
ace, 𝐅 = [ 𝐹 1 𝑘 𝐹 2 𝑘 ] 𝑇 contains the mass and momentum fluxes of ‘Pipe
 ’ predicted by the 1D TPA model.  scheme for a junction. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental pressurised flow test: experimental apparatus and set up. 
Fig. 3. Flow variables at x = 9.9 m predicted by the new drainage model, TPA-SB model and TPA-VWR model, in comparison with the VWR experimental measure- 
ments: (a) velocity; (b) pressure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Δ 𝑃 𝐽  (2) Fluxes at a wall interface 
At the junction interface that is not connected to a pipe, it is ef-
ectively a wall boundary and no flow is allowed to cross the inter-
ace. Subsequently, only the pressure terms in the momentum equations
re effective for the flux calculation. A novel approach is proposed and
sed to evaluate the pressure terms in this work. A junction connecting
o three pipes as illustrated in Fig. 1 is again used as a demonstrative
xample. Considering the fluid/water inside this enclosed domain (i.e.
he junction), the final net hydrostatic pressure adding on the entire
nclosed fluid boundary must be physically integrated to zero. Subse-
uently considering a force balance, the total hydrostatic force acting on
ll of the interfaces between the pipes and the junction must be equal to
hat imposed on the interface between the surrounding wall (excluding
he pipe areas) and the fluid, but in the opposite direction. The net pres-
ure forces on the pipe-junction interfaces may be then used to deduce
he hydrostatic force adding on the wall interface so that the fluxes can
ubsequently be derived and given by 
 𝑤 = − 
⎡ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎢ ⎣ 
0 
𝑁 ∑
𝑘 =1 
𝐧 𝑝𝑘 · 𝐧 𝑥 · 𝐼 𝑝𝑘 
𝑁 ∑
𝑘 =1 
𝐧 𝑝𝑘 · 𝐧 𝑦 · 𝐼 𝑝𝑘 
⎤ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎥ ⎦ 
(34)here I pk denotes the pressure flux at the interface between the k-th pipe
nd the junction. When the junction water depth h J is smaller than the
ipe diameter, the pipe flow is under free-surface conditions and I pk can
e calculated according to Eq. (3) ; when h J rises higher than the crown
evel of the pipe, pressurised flow occurs, and I pk should be computed
ccording to Eq. (19) . 
.2.2. Source terms 
For the source terms in Eq. (31) , the mass term R (e.g. rainfall rate)
ill be calculated or prescribed. The slope terms are set to be zero since
ach of the junctions is approximated as a single cell and the bed eleva-
ion is considered to be homogeneous inside the cell. The fully implicit
riction discretization scheme proposed by Xia and Liang (2018) is im-
lemented to discretise the friction source terms to ensure stable simu-
ation when the water depth becomes small. 
.3. Stability criteria 
Since the finite volume schemes adopted for the 1D pipe model and
D junction model are both overall explicit, the time step for the final
oupled drainage network model is controlled by the CFL condition de-
ned as follows: 
𝑡 = CFL × min (Δ𝑡 , Δ𝑡 ) (35)
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Fig. 4. Flow variables at x = 9.9 m predicted at different grid resolutions: (a) velocity; (b) pressure. 
Fig. 5. Flow variables at x = 9.9 m predicted using different wave speeds: (a) velocity; (b) pressure. 
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l  here the CFL number is generally 0 < CFL ≤ 1 and is set to be 0.5 for
ll of the simulations considered in this work; Δt P and Δt J are defined
s: 
𝑡 𝑃 = 
⎧ ⎪ ⎨ ⎪ ⎩ 
min 
(
𝑑𝑥 
( |𝑄 𝑃 𝑖 |∕ 𝐴 𝑖 + 𝑎 ) ) if 𝐴 𝑛 𝑖 > 𝐴 𝑃 
min 
(
𝑑𝑥 
( |𝑄 𝑃 𝑖 |∕ 𝐴 𝑖 + 𝑐 𝑖 ) ) if 𝐴 𝑛 𝑖 ≤ 𝐴 𝑃 , 
Δ𝑡 𝐽 = min 
⎛ ⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 
√
Ω𝑖 √ (
( 𝑢 ) 𝐽𝑖 
)2 + (( 𝑣 ) 𝐽𝑖 )2 + √𝑔 ℎ 𝐽 
⎞ ⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ (36)
. Results and discussion 
In this section, one experimental and three idealized test cases are
imulated to validate the new drainage model and demonstrate its per-
ormance for pipe network simulations. 
.1. Experimental test 
In order to validate the proposed drainage model for the accu-
ate simulation of transitional flow inside a drainage system, an ex-
erimental test case is considered in this section and the numeri-
al results are compared with the laboratory measurements reportedy Vasconcelos et al. (2006) (VWR experiment), and also the al-
ernative numerical predictions from the TPA model presented by
asconcelos et al. (2006) (TPA-VWR) and another TPA sewer network
odel proposed by Sanders and Bradford (2010) (TPA-SB). 
Fig. 2 illustrates the laboratory apparatus, which consists of an
crylic horizontal pipe connected by two junctions at both ends. The
ipe is 14.33 m in length and 9.4 cm in diameter. The upstream junc-
ion has a square base of 25 cm side length. The downstream cylindrical
ank is 19 cm in diameter and is supposed to be deep enough to pre-
ent overflowing. A gate is installed at the downstream end of the pipe
o prevent air from entering the cylindrical junction when the pipe is
ooded. A ventilation tower located just upstream of the gate is also
nstalled to expel air from the pipe when it is under a pressurized con-
ition. During the simulation, the wave speed a is set to 25 m/s and the
anning coefficient is 0.012 m − 1/3 s. The pipe is discretized using 20
ells to give Δx = 0.7165m. The simulation begins with an initial water
t rest throughout the whole system. The still free-surface water depth
t the junctions is 7.3 cm above the pipe invert. A 3.1 l/s flow is imposed
t the upstream junction to create a transient flow into the pipe, which
s regulated by a weir overflow structure integrated into the model as
uggested by Sanders and Bradford (2010) . 
Fig. 3 (a) shows the flow velocities at x = 9.9 m (from the
eft-hand-side edge of the pipe), in which the numerical predictions from
Q. Li, Q. Liang and X. Xia Advances in Water Resources 137 (2020) 103519 
Fig. 6. Flow variables at x = 9.9 m predicted using different Manning coefficients: (a) velocity; (b) pressure. 
Fig. 7. Flow variables at x = 9.9 m predicted with/without a gate: (a) velocity; (b) pressure. 
Fig. 8. Configuration of the idealized drainage system. 
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Fig. 9. The external flow rate imposed at Junction 1. 
t  
m  
m  
ohe current drainage model (purple line), the TPA-VWR model (red line)
nd the TPA-SB model (blue line) are compared with the experimental
easurements (yellow circle). It is shown that the current model satis-
actorily reproduces the time history of the velocity including peak val-
es and the results are consistent with the two alternative models (i.e.
PA-SB and TPA-VWR). Fig. 3 (b) compares the pressure simulated byhe three models with measurements at the same cross-section. All three
odels produce results that are again consistent with the experiment
easurements although the predictions of pressure surges are slightly
verestimated. 
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Fig. 10. Predicted water depths and flow rates at the outfall for Case 1: (a) water depths under a free surface flow condition; (b) flow rates under a free surface flow 
condition; (c) water depths under a pressurized flow condition; (d) flow rates under a pressurized flow condition; ‘h P ’ denotes the initial water depth in Junction 1 
and ‘d’ refers to the pipe diameter. 
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 Further simulations are carried out to investigate the sensitivity of
he simulation results to relevant model parameters. Fig. 4 shows the
redictions of flow velocity and pressure at the same location using dif-
erent grid resolutions to discretize the pipe, i.e. N = 20 and N = 400, re-
pectively, where other model parameters remain the same. The simula-
ion results produced at high and low resolutions are in close agreement
or both flow velocity and pressure. Fig. 5 presents the results obtained
sing different acoustic wave speeds (i.e., a = 25, 50 and 100 m/s). The
redicted velocities are consistent and close to each other for all of
he three selected acoustic wave speeds. However, the pressure pro-
uced with a = 100 m/s presents post-shock oscillations of large mag-
itude at around t = 8 s. Post-shock oscillations are commonly observed
n the simulations involving mixed flow regimes using TPA or Press-
an slot models due to the existence of a discontinuity in the wave
peed. For the current case, it is recommended to use a = 25 m/s to re-
uce the numerical oscillations in the solution. Fig. 6 provides further
imulation results obtained using two different Manning coefficients,
.e. 0.012 m − 1/3 s and 0.02 m − 1/3 s. The results show a certain level of
ensitivity to the Manning coefficient. When increasing the Manning
oefficient from 0.012 m − 1/3 s to 0.02 m − 1/3 s, the peak velocity slightly
educes and there is a small shift change in the temporal profile of the
elocity ( Fig. 6 (a)), which is accordingly reflected in the pressure profile
s shown in Fig. 6 (b). Finally, the effect induced by the gate installed
t the downstream end of the pipe is also investigated, and the resultsre presented in Fig. 7 . This partially closed gate may influence the flow
ydrodynamics and Sanders and Bradford (2010) suggested to add a lo-
al head loss term to take into account the effect (with the head loss
oefficient set to be 1.25). After incorporating the gate effect, the model
roduces results that are compared slightly better with the experimental
easurements. 
.2. Unsteady flow through different drainage settings 
This idealized test is designed to demonstrate the effect of differ-
nt junction-pipe settings on the simulation results. Fig. 8 illustrates a
imple drainage system with two horizontal pipes connecting to two
unctions with a radius of 0.5 m and one outfall. Water inside Junction
 will flow through the pipe to Junction 2 and then discharge through
he outfall at the end of Pipe 2. During the simulations, the Manning
oefficient in the whole junction-pipe domain is set to be 0.035 m − 1/3 s.
he pipes are discretized using uniform grids at 0.5 m resolution. Three
ases are considered: 
Case 1: Both of the pipes are 6 m long with a diameter of 0.5 m. The
upstream Junction 1 is initialised with different water depths (i.e.
20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of the pipe diameter for free surface
flow, and 120%, 140%, 160% and 180% of the pipe diameter
for transitional pressurized flow) to generate different unsteady
flows. 
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Fig. 11. Predicted water depths and velocities in the two junctions for Case 2: (a) water depth at Junction 1; (b) flow velocity at Junction 1; (c) water depth at 
Junction 2; (d) flow velocity at Junction 2. 
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l  Case 2: The length of the pipes remains to be 6 m but different pipe
diameters are used (i.e. 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 m) to investigate the
response of the junction flow to the change of size ratio between
the pipes and junctions. The whole system is dry initially and an
external inflow as given in Fig 9 is imposed at Junction 1. All of
the simulations last for 400 s. 
Case 3: Different pipe lengths (i.e. 3 m, 6 m and 12 m) are further
used to explore the effect of pipe length on junction flows. The
pipe diameter is fixed at 0.5 m. Initial and inflow conditions are
set to be the same as Case 2. 
For Case 1, Fig. 10 (a) and (b) presents the time histories of free-
urface water depth and flow rate at the outfall predicted for different
nitial depths in Junction 1. With the increase of the initial water depth,
he model predicts higher peaks of both the water depth and flow rate.
ig. 10 (c) and (d) shows the temporal change of water depth and flow
ate at the outfall under a pressurized flow condition. It is evident that
he predicted peaks of both water depth and flow rate under a pres-
urized condition are much sharper than those produced under a free-
urface condition for all of the simulations involving different initial
epths. All of the simulation results are as expected since the higher
ead at the upstream Junction 1 drives the flow with higher velocity
long this simple and straight junction-pipe system, and the pressure in
he upstream junction aggravates this driving force. Fig. 11 shows the simulation results in terms of flow depth and ve-
ocity in the two junctions for Case 2, where the pipe diameter varies
etween 0.3 m and 0.6 m. Fig. 11 (a) presents the time histories of water
epth in Junction 1. It is observed that higher water depth in Junction 1
s predicted for smaller pipe diameters, which is as expected due to the
ower discharge capacity for smaller pipes. Fig. 11 (b) plots the temporal
hange of flow velocities in Junction 1. The peak velocity decreases as
ipe diameter increases, which is consistent with the water depth predic-
ions as shown in Fig. 11 (a). Fig. 11 (c) and (d) illustrates the predicted
ater depths and velocities in the Junction 2. In both junctions, the wa-
er depth shows the similar shape as the external flow. Compared with
he results in Junction 1, the peak values of the water depth decrease
hile the peak velocities increase for the same pipe diameter, which is
gain as expected. Intuitively, a smaller pipe diameter will lead to lower
rainage capacity and higher water depth in Junction 1. The higher wa-
er depth in turn provides a larger head difference to drive an unsteady
ow with higher momentum in the downstream connecting pipe (Pipe
) and junction (Junction 2). 
Fig. 12 shows the simulation results for Case 3 where the pipe length
hanges between 3 m and 12 m. Fig. 12 (a) and (b) respectively plots
he predicted water depths and flow velocities in Junction 1. The peak
ater depth in Junction 1 increases ( Fig. 12 (a)) as the pipes become
onger but the corresponding peak velocity decreases ( Fig. 12 (b)). The
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Fig. 12. Predicted water depths and velocities in the two junctions for Case 3: (a) water depth at Junction 1; (b) flow velocity at Junction 1; (c) water depth at 
Junction 2; (d) flow velocity at Junction 2; ‘Pipe L ’ denotes pipe length. 
Fig. 13. V-shape networks of three different connecting angles: 180 0 , 120 0 and 
30 0 . 
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0  imulation results in Junction 2, as presented in Fig. 12 (c) and (d), are
onsistent with the results in Junction 1. As the pipe becomes longer,
t takes longer for the flow to reach Junction 2 and the predicted flow
elocity in Junction 2 appears to be more sensitive to the pipe length
 Fig. 12 (d)). Since the drainage system is horizontal, the flow is only
ffected by the head difference and friction; driven by the same exter-
al flow, the longer pipes induce more friction losses and dissipate more
omentum, which subsequently slows down the flow and causes the wa-
er depths inside both junctions to rise and flow velocities to decrease.
verall, all of the simulation results follow the physical processes of the
ater flow, demonstrating the capacity of the current model in predict-
ng unsteady flows in a simple junction-pipe system. 
.3. Unsteady flow in V-shape networks 
Three V-shape networks with different connecting angles are de-
igned to investigate the importance of considering momentum ex-
hange in the junction flow calculations. As illustrated in Fig. 13 , two
ipes are connected to a common junction at three different angles,
.e. 180 0 , 120 0 and 30 0 . Both of the pipes are 10 m long and 2.07 m
n diameter and both of the two junctions have a radius of 4 m. During
he simulations, the Manning coefficient of the whole system is set to
.035 m − 1/3 s. The pipes are discretized using a uniform grid of 0.5 m
Q. Li, Q. Liang and X. Xia Advances in Water Resources 137 (2020) 103519 
Fig. 14. Predicted water depths and flow rates at the outfalls of the three V-shape junction-pipe systems: (a) water depths under a free surface flow condition; (b) 
flow rates under a free surface flow condition; (c) water depths under a pressurized flow condition; (d) flow rates under a pressurized flow condition. 
Fig. 15. The configuration of a hypothetical drainage network. 
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Table 2 
Pipe length (m). 
Index Length Index Length Index Length Index Length Index Length 
1 10 2 10 3 10 4 10 5 10 
6 20 7 20 8 10 9 10 10 30 
11 30 12 10 13 20 14 20 15 17.32 
16 20 17 20 18 20 19 20 20 17.32 
21 20 22 20 23 20 24 20 
Table 3 
Junction radius (m). 
Index Radius Index Radius Index Radius Index Radius Index Radius 
1 0.5 2 0.6 3 0.6 4 0.6 5 0.5 
6 0.6 7 0.75 8 0.75 9 0.75 10 0.6 
11 0.6 12 0.75 13 0.75 14 0.75 15 0.6 
Fig. 16. External inflow hydrograph imposing at Junction 1. 
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cesolution. Initially, the still water depth in Junction 1 is set to 1.24 m
60% of the pipe diameter) for the free-surface flow simulations and to
.31 m (160% of the pipe diameter) for the transitional pressurized flow
imulations, respectively. To quantify the effect of momentum exchange
n junction flow calculation, the predictions with the flow velocity inside
he junctions set to zero (i.e. neglecting momentum exchange; named
zero-momentum model ” herein) are compared with the simulation re-Fig. 17. Predicted water depths and flow rates at Outfaults predicted by the current model with momentum conservation au-
omatically taken into account by the 2D SWE model. 
Fig. 14 compares the water depths and flow rates predicted by the
odels with and without taking into account momentum exchange in
he junctions for the V-shape junction-pipe systems with different con-
ecting angles. For both of the free surface and pressurized flows, it is
lear that the difference between the peak flow values (i.e. peak wa-
er depth and peak flow rate) predicted by the models with and with-
ut considering momentum transfer becomes more predominant as the
onnecting angle increases. This is because an acute connecting angle
ould cause more energy loss inside the junction, leading to a lower
ow velocity/momentum into the discharging pipe. When the connect-
ng angle reaches 180 0 , the momentum of the flow from the upstream
ipe 1 will be completely transferred to the middle junction and then to
ipe 2. The effect of varying the connecting angle is evidently captured
n the results produced by the current drainage model. However, the
esults obtained from the model with a zero junction velocity show no
ifferences when the connecting angle is changed, which is clearly not
n line with practice. This may become particularly problematic for the
imulation of intense rainfall induced flood events in which the flood
ydrodynamics in the drainage networks may be highly transient and
an only be reliably predicted when momentum exchange in junctions
s properly taken into account. Therefore, it is essential to consider mo-
entum conservation in junction flow calculation to ensure reliable sim-
lation results. This test case effectively confirms this and demonstrates
hat the current drainage model can automatically reinforce momentum
onservation in junction calculation. ll 1 and Outfall 2: (a) water depth; (b) flow rate. 
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 .4. A hypothetical drainage network system 
This final test case is considered to demonstrate the current model’s
apability in simulating flows in a more practical drainage network sys-
em. The hypothetical system is consisted of 24 pipes, 15 junctions and
 outfalls that are set up to reflect a simple but practical urban drainage
onfiguration. As illustrated in Fig. 15 , the junctions and outfalls have
ifferent elevations, creating a slope to allow water to travel from the
pstream inflow junction (Junction 1) to the downstream outfalls. A di-
meter of 0.5 m is used for all pipes, but the lengths of the pipes vary
ccording to the network configuration, as detailed in Table 2 . The pipes
re discretized using 1 m uniform grids. The junctions have three differ-
nt radiuses, i.e. 0.5 m, 0.6 m and 0.75 m, as detailed in Table 3 . During
he simulation, the Manning coefficient is set to 0.035 m − 1/3 s over the
ntire system. An inflow hydrograph as shown in Fig. 16 is imposed at
unction 1 to create a flow through the connecting pipes and junctions
nd finally discharging through Outfall 1 and Outfall 2. 
Fig. 17 presents the simulation results in terms of water depth and
ow rate at the two outfalls. Overall, the time histories of the outfall wa-
er depth and flow rate are consistent with the inflow hydrograph. Due
o the shorter route between Junction 1 and Outfall 1, the flow arrives
arlier at Outfall 1 than at Outfall 2; similarly, Outfall 1 welcomes the
ood peak slightly earlier than Outfall 2. Both of the peak flow depth
nd discharge at Outfall 1 are higher than those at Outfall 2. To reach
utfall 2, the flow must travel longer and more complicated routes that
nvolve more junctions and pipes, which will potentially lead to more
omplex flow hydrodynamics involving more momentum exchange and
issipation, and subsequently lower peaks of the water depth and flow
ate. The inflow peaks before t = 1000 s and terminates at t = 1800 s and
he simulation results clearly reflect the inflow pattern. This indicates
easonable prediction and demonstrates the capability of the current
odel in predicting flow hydrodynamics in practical drainage systems
nvolving wet-dry fronts, complex junction-pipe-outfall connections and
ynamic flow transitions. 
. Conclusions 
This paper presents a novel 1D-2D coupled model for hydrodynamic
imulation of transient flows in drainage networks. The model adopts
 1D TPA model to simulate the flow dynamics in pipes, which can ef-
ectively capture free-surface and pressurized transient flows. For the
unction calculations, an innovative approach that treats a junction as
 2D domain is proposed, with the flow hydrodynamics in the junction
alculated using a 2D SWE model to automatically take into account
oth mass and momentum conservation. The 2D junction calcutation
pproach is further implemented with a new method for evaluating
he pressure fluxes over the wall interface. Finally, the two modelling
omponents are dynamically coupled together to become an integrated
rainage model, which is validated against one experimental and three
dealized test cases with satisfactory results. In one of the test cases, the
umerical predictions are also compared with the results neglecting mo-
entum exchange inside the junctions to demonstrate the importance
f reinforcing momentum conservation in the junction calculations. 
In conclusion, the proposed drainage model provides a potential
ool for accurate simulation of transient flow hydrodynamics in urban
rainage systems and has the following technical highlights: 
1. The presented drainage model adopts a 2D numerical method for
the junction flow calculations, which introduces a momentum-
based approach to automatically account for momentum ex-
change in multi-pipe junctions with arbitrary entrance and exit
angles. 
2. The model formulation streamlines the enforcement of boundary
conditions between pipes and junctions, effectively removing the
requirement of numerous logical checks based on the possibilityof either pressurized or free surface flow in the previously devel-
oped models (e.g. Sanders and Bradford, 2010 ). 
3. Implemented with a finite volume shock-capturing scheme and
robust source term discretization methods, the drainage model
gives relatively smooth and stable predictions of complex flow
that involves wet-dry fronts and dynamic transition between free
surface and pressurized flows in pipe networks of moderate com-
plexity. This demonstrates the model’s potential for wider appli-
cation in large-scale urban drainage modelling. 
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